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We discuss the properties of AlGaN/GaN superlattice(SL) related to the feasibility of a
terahertz-range oscillator. The distortion of the conduction-band profile by the polarization fields has
been taken into account. We have calculated the conduction-band offset between the pseudomorphic
AlGaN barrier and the GaN quantum well, the first miniband width and energy dispersion, as
functions of Al content in the barrier. As the short-period SL miniband energy dispersion contains
contributions from next to nearest neighbors, it causes anharmonic electron oscillations at the
multiples of the fundamental Bloch frequency. The Al content and SL period that favor
high-frequency oscillations have been determined. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1773913]

Negative differential conductivity(NDC) in semicon-
ductor superlattices(SLs)1 is at the origin of various propos-
als for compact submillimeter wave sources. The NDC in
dc-biased SLs results in traveling electrical domain forma-
tion that has been used in a 147 GHz microwave source
made of the InGaAs/GaAs SL.2,3 Another type of SL source,
the Bloch oscillator,1 is projected to oscillate at the Bloch
frequency (terahertz region) and exploits the existence of
high-frequency NDC. At the moment, no live example of the
Bloch-type source exists because the NDC at zero frequency
induces electric-field domains, thus preventing electrons
from oscillating at the Bloch frequency.4,5 Operation of the
SL source relies on carrier dynamics specific to a narrow
conduction band. High-frequency and zero-frequency NDC
may or may not appear simultaneously depending on details
of the miniband electron energy dispersion. If the dispersion
is not of simple cosine-type, it is possible to arrange the
high-frequency NDC while suppressing the dc instability.
This prevents electrical domain formation and allows Bloch
oscillations.

The output power of the source depends on the current
and voltage swing in the NDC region. Basically, it would be
beneficial to high-power device operation if the SL structure
was made of a wide band-gap semiconductor. Thus, the
GaN/AlGaN SL is a possible candidate for high-power sub-
millimeter wave source. GaN-based electronic devices can
sustain higher voltage and are less sensitive to the high dis-
location density as compared to narrow-gap GaAs–InAs-
based devices.

In this letter, we discuss the properties of an
AlGaN/GaN SL relevant to microwave source feasibility.
The wurtzites0001dAlGaN/GaN SL is the intrinsic Stark SL
where the polarization fields shift the energy levels of con-
fined electrons. Proper design of a GaN/AlGaN SL source
should account for intrinsic electric fields. Polarization fields
in a SL stem from the spontaneous polarization in the bulk
and lattice-mismatch-induced piezoelectric component. We
calculate the electron energy dispersion and width of the first

miniband in the intrinsic Stark GaN-based SL and discuss the
results related to feasibility of a submillimeter wave source.

The dynamic properties of the SL depend on the
conduction-band profile as determined by the conduction-
band offset. We assume that the band gap in the relaxed
Al xGa1−xN alloy layer is described as follows:

Eg
0sxd = xEg

AlN + s1 − xdEg
GaN− bxs1 − xd, s1d

whereEg
AlN =6.2 eV,Eg

GaN=3.42 eV, and the bowing param-
eter b=1 eV, x is the Al composition of the alloy. We use
linear interpolations to calculate the electron effective mass
m, (in units of free electron mass) and the lattice parametera
in the basal plane of the alloy:

msxd = xmAlN + s1 − xdmGaN; mAlN = 0.27, mGaN= 0.2,

asxd = xaAlN + s1 − xdaGaN; aAlN = 3.11A, aGaN= 3.19A.

s2d

In-plane tensile strain in thin(pseudomorphic) AlGaN barri-
ers is given as

zsxd =
aGaN− asxd

asxd
. s3d

The band edge positions in the AlGaN layers are given be-
low with the reference energy taken at the valence-band edge
of the relaxed layer. The position of the conductionCsxd and
valenceVsxd bands are given as

Csxd = Egsxd + 3Aczsxd,

Vsxd = 2zsxdFsD2 + D4d − sD1 + D3d
C13sxd
C33sxdG , s4d

C13sxd = s5x + 103d; C33sxd = s− 32x + 405d,

where the deformation potentials are given in eV and the
elastic constants in GPa:6 Ac=−4.6, D1=−1.7, D2=6.3, D3
=8, andD4=−4, respectively. We assume that deformation
potentials are independent of the Al contentx.a)Electronic mail: vlitvinov@waveband.com
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Using Eqs.(1)–(4), the strained layer band gap, i.e., the
energy difference between conduction and heavy hole band
edges, is given by

Egsxd = Csxd − Vsxd < 3.42 + 1.39x + x2. s5d

The natural valence-band offsetDEv between AlN and GaN
is 0.8 eV.7 Assuming linear interpolation between AlGaN
and GaN binary ends,DEvsxd=0.8x eV, the conduction-band
offset is found as follows:

DEcsxd = Egsxd − Eg
GaN− DEvsxd < 0.603x + 0.99x2 feVg.

s6d

The band gap and conduction-band offset are shown in
Fig. 1 as functions of Al content.

Built-in electric fields in a SL, caused by spontaneous
and piezoelectric polarizations, can be calculated using the
following equations:

Fwell =
Ptotaldb

«0f«sxddw + «s0ddbg
, Fbarrier= −

Ptotaldw

«0f«sxddw + «s0ddbg
,

s7d

where the polarization is given as

Ptotalsxd = Psps0d − Pspsxd − 2zsxdFe31 + e33
C13sxd
C33sxdG , s8d

where Pspsxd=s−0.052x−0.029d C/m2 is the spontaneous
polarization in AlxGa1−xN alloy; e31=0.3, e33=1 are GaN
piezoelectric constantssC/m2d, «sxd is the dielectric constant
of AlGaN, db, dw are thicknesses of barrier and well, respec-
tively, andd=dw+db is the SL period. The resulting conduc-
tion band profile including polarization effects is shown in
Fig. 2.

The analytically obtained profile from Eqs.(6) and (7),
shown in Fig. 2, was confirmed by numerical calculations

with help of the Poisson–Schrödinger solver. Solver-based
calculations account for polarization fields by including
delta-doped regions that simulate polarization charges at the
interfaces.

The first mininband width in InGaN/AlGaN/GaN SLs
calculated in Ref. 8 does not account for polarization fields
in the structure. In this letter, the miniband energy dispersion
in the polarization-distorted band profile was calculated
within the tight-binding approximation:

«skd − «0 =

o
n

hsndexpsikndd

o
n

Isndexpsikndd
, s9d

where

hsnd =E w * szdhszdwsz− ndddz;

s10d

Isnd =E w * szdwsz− ndddz,

where hsnd is the hopping integral, andwszd is the wave
function of a single SL period shown in Fig. 3. The wave
function in Fig. 3 was calculated by solving Schrödinger
equation with the potential also shown in Fig. 3.

An electron energy dispersion curve is shown in Fig. 4
(solid line). It should be noted that in the range of composi-
tions s0.18,x,0.4d and SL periodsd,50 Å, the calcula-
tion of the miniband energy dispersion requires more than
first-nearest-neighbor terms in the dispersion law. Figure 4
illustrates the difference between results obtained using only
nearest-neighbors and high-order terms.

The electron energy dispersion in the first miniband,
shown in Fig. 4(solid line), has more complex behavior than
the simple cosine-law normally used in the kinetic equation
to study electron dynamics in a narrow band. The reason

FIG. 1. The band gap in tensiled AlGaN barrier and the conduction-band
offset as functions of Al content.

FIG. 2. Conduction-band profile in AlGaN/GaN SL(eV) in growth direc-
tion (Å): Solid line—polarization fields included; dashed line—flat-band
approximation;x=0.18 anddb=dw=20 Å.

FIG. 3. The single-period potential(eV) and electron wave function(a.u.) as
functions of a distance from the well(Å); x=0.18 anddw=20 Å.

FIG. 4. First miniband energy dispersion(meV) as a function ofkd; x
=0.18 anddb=dw=20 Å; solid line—four nearest-neighbor approximation;
dashed line—first-nearest-neighbor approximation.
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behind that is the large spatial size of the single-period wave
function as compared to the SL period. The calculated mini-
band width is shown in Fig. 5.

To verify the validity of the tight-binding approach in
short-period SLs, we have studied the 11.7 A thick
AlAs-barrier/36.3 A-thick GaAs-well SL and obtained good
agreement with the experimentally confirmed miniband
width.9 In addition, our results agree well with those ob-
tained with the Kronig–Penney calculations10 when a flat-
band approximation is assumed. The reason we use the tight-
binding approach instead of the Kronig–Penney approach is
that the former easily allows one to include polarization
fields into the scheme. Also, the tight-binding scheme in
short-period SLs has already been used11–13 and experimen-
tally justified in Refs. 11 and 12. Next-to-nearest-neighbor
generalization within the tight-binding approach was consid-
ered in Ref. 13 with respect to electron dynamic localization
and oscillations in biased SLs.

In conclusion, we have found a miniband energy disper-
sion in the AlGaN/GaN SL. The result accounts for sponta-

neous and strain-induced polarizations. Miniband width is
calculated as functions of the Al composition and layer thick-
ness. It is shown that the short-period AlGaN/GaN SL
s0.18,x,0.4;d,50 Åd, may provide conditions for the
anharmonic electron oscillations at integer multiples of the
fundamental Bloch frequency, thus providing the dc-electric-
field regions where dynamic NDC is negative while the dc
instability is suppressed.
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